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IN
TR

ODUCTION
Harman Star Trucks 

Transportation LLC is one of the rapidly 

growing transport companies in the United Arab 

Emirates. Value in construction begins with pricing, but it 

also entails the ability to quickly mobilize and manage 

projects for better quality and shorter schedules. Harman Star 

Trucks Transportation LLC has meant value in construction, 

operating all over the United Arab Emirates, It is recognized as an 

extremelycompetitive, diversified transport. Harman Star Trucks 

Transportation LLC brings to every project an array of professional talent. 

The company can always find way to better meet various needs, with its 

expertise and resources. Harman Star is comprehensively equipped with 

a wide range of well maintained transportation equipment and vehicles. 

Our vehicles are regularly serviced and strictly maintained to set 

manufacturer maintenance schedules. A high level of driver 

training maintains the excellent standard of our fleet. It is 

company's culture of excellence stemming from its strong 

leadership that's sets a benchmark standard. 

Consequently, the whole team is committed 

to a goal of being the premiere 

transport company.
OUR COM

PAN
Y

T h e 
provision of road transport 

and logistics solutions between Dubai 
and neighboringemirates such as Abu Dhabi 

and Ras Al Khamiah is greatly facilitated by services 
provided by the private sector. This is especially the case 

with specialised transport associated with constrution 
operations in many of these emirates. The success of large 

national and multinational construction companies in United Arab 
Emirates is heavily dependent on transport and logistics solutions for 

the provision of the consumables that keep the relevant projects 
running. Experienced road transport operators, especially those that 
deliver a high quality, skilled, niche service are infrequently encountered. 
One such company is Harman Star Trucks Transportation LLC, which has 
almost eight years experience in transporting a variety of goods between 
Abu Dhabi and Dubai. Many years of experience in the transport industry 
are currently enabling an expansion of the services we offer into other 
emirates. Harman Star Trucks Transportation LLC has a fleet of well 
serviced, clean trucks and trailers, arriving on time to pick up or 

deliver the load. Our drivers are all well experienced, trained long 
distance drivers that are fully aware of the service required to 

satisfy our customers. Our fleet of 87 vehicles include 2 axle 
and 3 axle light weight[40ton] and heavy weight[60-

70ton]flatbed trailers and 50ton crane. Maintenance 
is handled by our qualified workshop staff and 

Harman Star Transport prides itself in 
having a fully accredited truck 

workshop.
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O
UR VISION

Harman Star aims to 
provide affordable, one stop 

logistical services for all types of road 
transportation between emirates. We strive to 

be the most successful transportation company in 
the regional industry and to continually improve our 

market share by offering competitive rates in 
conjunction with superior service, optimal use of available 

resources, innovation and cost saving initiatives.
The company aims to maintain and grow on its high profile 
in the market by:
• Maintaining service excellence
• Providing superior transport solutions according to each  
customer’s needs

• Treating staff and customers with respect and 
honesty

• Developing new and innovative ways to safely 
and cost effectively transport cargo

• Offering customers a dedicated, 
personalized service

OUR MISSIO
NStatement

To consistently enhance our 

transport service capabilities and add 

value to our customers by minimizing our 

lead time and cost.

OUR COM

PAN
Y

O
UR SERVICES

Harman Star has a 
particular focus on servicing the 

Construction industry. We are currently 
expanding our services within UAE.

We offer the following services:
• Materials handling

• Load consolidation services
• Receiving and dispatching of goods

• Local collections and deliveries to various warehouses for load 
consolidation

• Insurance on goods to the value of the declared invoices
• Dealing with abnormal loads (please contact us for further information)
To ensure the continued delivery of our high quality and prompt services, 
the following measures are in place:
• Driver performance is continually monitored .Details of each trip are 
recorded and assessed to ensure the safety of the drivers, vehicles and 
goods transported
• Delivery times on all routes are strictly monitored
• All trucks are equipped with mobile phones and tracking

• Stock lists are provided to major clients via head office on a daily 
basis, to facilitate stock control and emergency stock loading

These measures mean that goods arrive safely and on time, 
and that as a company we are constantly aware of the 

whereabouts of our vehicles. In addition we 
provide our clients with constantly updated 

and cost effective general stock 
transport.
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Managing Director’s

MESSAGE
JASPAL SINGH
Managing Director

In little over eight years, Harman Star Trucks 

Transportation LLC has grown from infancy to professional 

maturity, one of the rapidly growing transport company in 

Dubai. However, we have no intention of standing still. We 

view our past success as merely the staging post for our 

future with more ambitious objectives. We start on that 

path from a strong foundation and our future will be even 

better. A good part of our success comes I believe from our 

commitment to professionalism. To us, quality is not just a 

matter of compliance; instead, it is at the core of what we 

as a company represent and strive to achieve. Quality of 

work and quality of life – both are critical. We see 

competition as healthy because it keeps us continuously 

striving to develop ourselves and others and helps us in 

maintaining our reputation for reliability which we are so 

proud of.

Our approach is to nurture long-term relations at all levels 

of the business with our clients, with government 

authorities, with our clients, with our suppliers, and most 

importantly within our own organization.
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Situated at Mussafah, Abu Dhabi-UAE since 2008. Harman Star is one of the largest, 
quality trailer manufactures in the United Arab Emirates today.

Harman Star flatbed utility trailers and industrial equipment trailers are reputed for its 
strength, reliability, durability, ease of maintenance value… 

We manufacture all types of trailers body and we also accept specialized design trailers 
to bring what exactly you need according to the nature of your business. Also we have 
upgraded our designs and models by inventing a new ideas in this industry and our 
customer can noticed this clearly.

The company’s activities span three emirates and employs over 150 employees in its 
various operations throughout UAE.

Like any other success story, we too have right force behind ours. It is none other than 
our own staff members. Harman Star’s dedicated staff is Harman Star’s greatest asset.

HARMAN STAR TRUCKS TRANSPORTATION LLC

NEW TRAILERMANUFACTURING
AND REPAIRING WORKSHOP



Situated at Mussafah, Abu Dhabi U.A.E. since 2008.
Maintenance and repair is handled by our qualified workshop staff and Harman Star 
prides itself in having a fully accredited truck workshop.
Truck Zone is a sister company of Harman Star Transportation LLC. We have an excellent 
reputation and our market extends all the UAE. We take care of the daily maintenance 
and repair of our fleet of over 80 trucks.
Our truck workshop handles a wide range of maintenance and servicing functions, 
including:
• Engine and transmission overhaul and replacement
• Suspension rebuilds 
• Brake relines
• Clutch replacement
• Trailer repairs
• Many more services available

WORKSHOP

OUR TEAM
Harman Star has a management structure which ensures administrative accountability 
and exceptional client service. In addition, on the job training is given to all our customs 
clerks, thereby ensuring that custom documentation is of the highest standard, and that 
checks and balances are in place to prevent unnecessary delays. Administrative control 
is exceptionally important to us, and functions at the highest level possible. This is to 
ensure quick and efficient invoicing of clients, which means that customs 
documentation is rapidly returned to clients for tax purposes.
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GALLERY
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MAINTENANCE WORKSHOP

TRAILER MANUFACTURING WORKSHOP
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50 TON CRANE

25 MTR SLIDING TRAILER
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CONTACT US

HARMAN STAR TRUCKS TRANSPORTATION LLC
P.O. Box : 299163 Al Alweer, Dubai – UAE

Tel : 04 3206162
Email: harmanstaruae@gmail.com

Website: www.harmanstar.weebly.com

HARMAN STAR WORKSHOP LLC
P.O. Box : 92827 Abu Dhabi – UAE

Tel : 02 5534202  - Fax: 02 5535168
Email: harmanstaruae@gmail.com

Website: www.harmanstar.weebly.com

HARMAN STAR TRANSPORT LLC
Umm Al Quwain - UAE

Tel : 055 5672828, 050 9831613
Email: harmanstaruae@gmail.com Website: 

www.harmanstar.weebly.com

JASPAL SINGH
Managing Director
Mob.: 050 6994270

TARANJIT SINGH
Logistic Manager

Mob.: 055 5672828


